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China's investment in South Sudan



..



For many years, China has invested in many . countries in Africa. This investment has raised questions on the ethics of China's investment, with.countries such as the USA arguing that Beijing is exploiting Africa's natural re~s. In 2012, Hillary Clinton, the Secretary of State of the United States at the time, urged African countries to "Consider partnerships with more responsible countries as opposed to countries that exploit resour9S."1 in an unmistakable reference to ClmÍa. Looking onthe map on the left, it is possible to understand that China has invested huge amounts of money into Sudan, which has now split into North and South Sudan). I'll be focusing on South Sudan specifically, as China's investment is extremely interesting in this c
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South Sudan has been through much turbulence over the years, with violence and conflict plaguing Sudan. In 2011, South Sudan became an independent state, following a referendum that passed with over 98.83% of the vote. 'liS Unfortunately, a civil war has been ongoing in South Sudan since 2013, : displacing over 2.5 million refugees and ..C ..~ · ü_-_d oïoíiiîi¡¡¡¡¡'¡"' killing an e6ated 50,000 people (United Na~ns). China has continued to invest in Sudan throughout the conflict.
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Business Insider - Badkar, Mamta. "All Of The Big Chinese Investments In Africa Since 2010." Business Insider. Business Insider, 13 Aug. 2012. Web. 13 May 2017. '
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China's investment in South Sudan: China first began investing in Sudan in the 1990'S. At the time, Sudan was a highly lucrative . country. They had a vast wealth of natural resources, namely oil, which China wanted to export. Sudan became one of China's earliest and riskiest investments. The eventual success of the project demonstrated to Beijing that they could counter Western progress in terms of energy exploration. China continued to invest in the country and continued to profit until the start of the civil war in,?'. ' By then, China had strong economic ties with the country, even constructing a pipeline which sent oil from Unity State (one of the 25 States that created Sudan) to the Red Sea, in order to export the resources to China. When the pumps were working as normal,)t'" supplied about 5% of China's oil imports. 1he pipeline, which can be seen on the right, is around 1,600 kilometers long. Throughout the Civil War, China tried to defend the pipeline, which was bringing them profit, but unfortunately, one of the earliest casualties of the Civil War was the oil industry, with over 50% of daily producti~ stopping abruptly. Therefore, China began by supplying arms and ammunition to, SudJID as South Sudan broke away. China soon . had a change of heart, as they discovered that the pipeline was in South Sudan's territory, they began arming South Sudanese forces. Sudan and South Sudan's crude oil exports, 2013
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éIa) Source: Global Tracte Atlas and FACTS Global Energy From the graph above, created by the U.S. Energy Information Administration, it is clear to understand that by 2013, 83% of Sudan and South Sudan's crude oil exports were going to China. This can give us an understanding of how China's investment affects their power and control of the oil industry.
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Most recently, China decided to send over 1000 troops to Sudan to act as UN peacekeepers, as seen in the picture below. They also sent considerable diplomatic aid, with top Chinese .diplomaties taking part in peace talks between the two countries, and trying to broker a ceasèfire."We as a government are cautiously optimistic about the future of South Sudan," said Zhong Jianhua, China's special representative on African Affairs during an interview in May 2016. "The country's leaders must remember that peace and security are essential for the growth of the people and the economy.j-This aid goes against China's traditional doctrine of non-interference in foreign disputed, tfut China's large investment in Sudan and South Sudan meant Beijing have bent the rules. This aid is not purely selfless. China's recent decision to deploy 700 troops to the South Sudanese States of Unity and Upper Nile, where the pipeline passes through, can show us China's interest in their own assets. Additionally, China recently sold $38, million worth of ammunition, grenade launchers, machine guns and missijes'to South Sudan's g~rnment.



Outcomes for South Sudan: China's investment in South Sudan has brought many positive outcomes for the country. Firstly, China's investment created a better economy for the people. In 20j.(>, it was announced that Sudàn had reached an inflation rate of 600% in one y~alone. Many factors contributed to this, including the absence of China's investment. China contributed much to the economy, and the government th economy is reacting harshly to Chià's absence in the marky In the long term, it would have been possible to see that China's investment had a created better infrastructure.in the country, but due to the civil war, much of the infrastructure which was built.HâSbeen destroyed. Most prominently is the main road connecting J abu, the capital of South Sudan, to Khartoum, the capital of Sudan. This road is essential f~e trade between these two countries and valuable in helping aid get into the war-rìdderïcountry. Unfortunately, there are many negative effects of China's investment in South Sudan. Firstly, when South Sudan's oil reserves were first discovered in the 1970'Sthe oil companies which engaged in the extraction of the resource heartlessly displaced much of the indigenous powalation. This caused much unrest in the country. Next, oil exports became South Sudan's J>1ily real source of foreign-exchange earnings and employment, meaning that once China's investment in the sector slowed, the war-torn country became low on critical revenues. South Sudan has become extremely reliant on China's investment. The Government recently asked for a US$2 billion dollar investment in order to carey out various projects and set up joint ventures between South Sudan and Chinese companies to develop key infrastructure in the war-ridden country. 3
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Outcomes for China / Has the foreign direct investment had a positive influence on China? _ - While South Sudan has bec~~dependant on China's investment, it seems as though China also became dependant on~ca's natural resources. We can understand that China chose to become involved in South Sudan's Civil War in order to protect their foreign investment and continue to have valuable access to the resource. China's involvement in the South Sudanese conflict will only be seen as positive for the country. If Beijing does succeed in brokering a peace deal, then they will be seen as making a. difference,' even if it is for controversial reasons. If Beijing does not succeed, on the other hand, it may enhance China's ability to ask for more diplomatic efforts to create stability in Africa7e safeguarding their interests at the same ti~e. South Sudan's Civil War may also be creating investment for China. In early 2016, the CNPC (China National Petroleum Corporation) unveiled a plan to cut its investment in a number of African countries, apart from South Sudan, due to their falling oil prices.This being said, China already hold much of South Sudanese oil. The Sudanese Petroleum Minister Mohamed Zayed Awad, pictured on the right, said that Chinese'cornpanies control around 75% of fore(gn investment in Sudan's oil sector. How do other countries view China's investment in South Sudan? As mentioned previously, the United States has always had quite a harsh stance on China's investment in Africa. They believe that China is exploiting Africa for their natural resources, and not giving much back to Because South Sudan is such a new country, and is currently in the middle of a civil war, not many countries have much to say on China's investment. Currently, oil production has slowed, meaninß that China is not profiting from their investment and therefore not exploiting resources. No other countries are currently trying to invest in the unstable country. China's peacekeeping mission, though for controversial reasons, is helping South Sudan in the resolution of their conflict.
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